
             Dangling Diamond Earrings 
Design by Amy Kapphan, 

 
These earrings feature our authentic Murano Glass 24kt Gold Foil Beads in 
3 sizes of our diamond shape (a square with the hole on the diagonal). The 
color is amethyst which you can see holding to the light. When it is melted 
over the 24kt Gold Foil, it takes on a chocolate, or sometimes people think 
it is a topaz. But you can see on the edges the tinge of the purple of our 
amethyst glass. 
 
The swing in these is achieved with the wire loops. This is simply wire loops, 
not wire wrapping. We haven’t used any beadcaps, just let the beads speak 
for themselves. 
 
The design is by Amy Kapphan exclusively for VenetianBeadShop. 
Tools: 
Side Cutter, & Chain Nose Pliers and Wire Wrapping Pliers 

 
Components: 

Part SKU Quantity Item Name 

DIA-10-G8 2 Amethyst 24kt Gold Foil Diamond 10mm Venetian Glass Bead  

DIA-12-G8 2 Amethyst Gold Foil Diamond Murano Glass 12mm 

DIA-19-G8 2 Amethyst 24kt Gold Foil Diamonds 19mm Venetian Bead 

F-GF-HP224BE 2 2 Inch 14/20 Gold-filled Headpin 24ga, Ball End 

F-GF-HP322 4 14/20 Gold Filled Headpin, 22ga, 3 Inch 

F-GF-ORB3FL 2 14/20 Gold Filled Earwire, Flat w/3mm Ball 

 
Instructions: 
Step 1. Begin with the larger diamond. Take a 2 ½ inch headpin (cut off the end) and create a loop on both sides of the 
diamond. 
Step 2. Create another loop on one end of the middle size diamond. With the other end of your headpin, begin your loop and 
carefully insert the loop from the larger diamond inside this loop before you close completely. 
Step 3. Take your smallest diamond bead and your shorter headpin and insert. Begin your loop, enclosing the loop from the 
second largest (just like you did in Step 2 above). Close the loop tightly. 
Step 4. Open the loop on the ear wire and insert the completed diamond section component. 
Step 5. Repeat the Steps above for the second earring. 
 
Hint: You can use eye pins if you have the in your beading box. You can make this not only with diamonds, but 
our coins will also make beautiful earrings and in all the bright colors of our 24kt Gold Foil.. 
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